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FORWARD

Our experience of the world inside is shaped by the choices made by designers that 

reflect, absorb, shape, and color waves of sound and light. This sculpting of sound 

affects not just our perception of space or enjoyment of art, but also the health and 

productivity of those who live and work in buildings. New results in the connections 

between visual, acoustic, and neurobiological sciences are transforming architectural 

practice. We now know that good hearing is more complex than simple decibels. Sound 

and vision are too important to be left to the engineers.

This handbook, Sound Thinking, captures some of the insights gained by Research 

Fellows Sam Gochman and Hannah Berryhill in their examinations of issues of sound 

and acoustics.  It is meant as a desk-side companion for designers to provide ready 

reference for some of the most frequently asked questions about acoustics, noise, and 

aural delight. 

This text is augmented with podcasts at https://soundcloud.com/user-276599357.

Z Smith, PhD, AIA, LEED AP BD+C

Principal | Director of Sustainability + Building Performance
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Sam is a researcher who strives to work at the intersection of analytical science and 

design. Before joining Eskew+Dumez+Ripple as a 2018 research fellow, he studied 

ecology, anthropology, and human-centered design at Dartmouth College. Whether 

in the field or in the studio, his work in primatology, biomimetic and biophilic design, 

and architecture crosses disciplines to focus on what it means to be a human and 

challenge the way we perceive our environments. At EDR, Sam contributed practical 

recommendations for acoustics, performed experimental research, and explored the 

creation of interactive sonic spaces.
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Hannah uses research and design to create environments that focus on the human 

experience. While in graduate school, she completed a travel fellowship in Chile that 

tested the use of poetry as a tool to study the multi-sensory experience of architecture. 

As architectural design is often dominated by the visual sense, she was excited for the 

opportunity to research acoustics and auditory perception in the built environment as 
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fellowship, she received a Master of Architecture from Tulane University and a degree in 
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INTRODUCTION
WHY SOUND MATTERS  

“Every building or space has its characteristic sound of intimacy 
or monumentality, invitation or rejection, hospitality or hostility.”

—Juhani Pallasmaa

Architecture is complex. A structure reflects the functional, economic, social, and artistic 

values of a global, regional, or group-specific culture. Effective architecture enhances 

the daily experiences of the human occupants, who are, after all, multisensory beings 

who rely on many inputs to inform our worldviews. Yet throughout history, vision has 

prevailed as the architect’s dominant focus. 

Whether or not we are aware of it, our sense of hearing has profound impacts on the 

ways we experience the world—from spatial awareness to mood to communication. 

Sound can be utilized as a powerful tool in design. Poor acoustics can alienate and 

irritate, while effective acoustics can simultaneously provide privacy, connect people, 

and enhance appreciation of a space. Although sound is often only considered for 

specialty projects like concert halls that prioritize acoustics, it has the extraordinary 

ability to convey unconscious information about any space—most other projects could 

benefit from intentional acoustic attention.
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The information in this book is meant to be a resource to help designers consider 

the acoustical implications of their decisions throughout the design process. The first 

component, Properties of Sound, describes sound in terms of physics, materiality, 

and impact on humans. The second, Programmatic Acoustics, provides an overview 

of acoustical profiles associated with specific types of spaces. The third, Acoustical 

Strategies, describes more specific acoustical strategies to employ in design. The 

Appendix that follows details terminology, recommended standards, and materials.

Using this research and the identified resources, architects can grow their knowledge of 

acoustics and augment the conversation about sound in their work.

HOW TO USE THIS BOOK
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This reference is intended to help architects get started thinking for themselves about 

sound. But there are many situations in which it makes sense to engage an acoustical 

consultant, or acoustician. Acousticians are specialists in sound in the built environment. 

The most effective and comfortable spaces are made when architects and acousticians 

team up to set and act upon acoustical goals early in the design process. Here are some 

questions from architects and some answers* from an acoustician1:

When should I consult an acoustician?

Most projects can use at least some input from a consultant, whether it’s a quick 

10-minute phone call or a scheduled appointment. Definitely call an acoustician 

early in the process of designing spaces (e.g., lobby, house of worship, concert 

hall) that have specific room acoustic requirements like reverb or sustained 

sound control.

What can I do to prepare for a discussion with an acoustician?

Have a clear vision of what the space should be, how it will be used, and how it 

should feel when occupied. Have basic knowledge of acoustical principles but be 

open to the expertise of the acoustician. Further, an architect can achieve the best 

results when they connect the acoustician directly to the end user of the space, 

even if this information can only be gathered in the form of a questionnaire.

How much should absorptive material should I add? How much deadening 
is too much?

The amount of necessary acoustical intervention can be complicated, and this is an 

appropriate task for the consultant. You can get a general idea from the volume 

of the room, the surfaces in the room, and the target reverberation time. In the 

end, the answer to the question depends on what the room is to be used for. The 

sound of the room should match its purpose and the expected sound quality. For 

example, a very dry lobby space would not feel right.

ACOUSTICAL CONSULTANTS

*Discussed concepts should not be read as definitive solutions; each project is unique.
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DESCRIPTION



The study of acoustics has many moving parts and can be viewed from many perspectives. 

On the one hand, sound is rooted in physics as a mechanical form of energy. On the other 

hand, sound means nothing without an organism or device to receive it. In fact, acoustics 

involves many disciplines including mechanical and electrical engineering, materials 

sciences, architecture, medicine and physiology, psychology, speech communication, 

and music and the arts. We must draw from these fields to understand and appreciate 

sound in the context of people in the built environment.

This component of the book will review the concept of sound starting with the 

perspectives of physics and move towards physiology and psychology/cognition.

COMPONENT ONE
PROPERTIES OF SOUND
PHYSICAL, ARCHITECTURAL, AND PSYCHOLOGICAL

5
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Sound (along with visible light, electricity, and others) is a form of energy. The movement 

of sound energy can be understood in three basic parts: source, path, and receiver.2 The 

source produces sound—speech, horn, stomping foot, etc. The path is where the sound 

propagates, or travels (see page 9 for propagation and the Programmatic Acoustics 

component for ray tracing). The receiver can be an ear, microphone, etc. 

When a source produces a sound, the energy is emitted outwards in all directions. 

This produces a mechanical wavefront of pressure that expands radially, compressing 

molecules of the medium. Following the compression and a period of time later is an 

area of low pressure, called a rarefaction. This cyclical pattern (or wave) can be graphed 

as pressure through time or space. The distance between peaks (or between valleys) of 

pressure is called the wavelength (λ). The strength of the pressure is called amplitude.

Compressions

Rarefactions

Wavelength (λ) Amplitude

Distance

Space
Propagation

Source Receiver
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PHYSICS OF SOUND
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Sound pressure level (SPL) is related to the amplitude of the sound stimulus and 

describes the amount of energy in the wavefront. We perceive SPL as loudness measured 

with the logarithmic decibel (dB) scale. A 10 dB increase in SPL is perceived as being 

twice as loud.

Frequency (f) is the number of vibrations per second. We perceive frequency as pitch 

measured with the Hertz (Hz) scale. The audible frequency range for humans is around 

20–20,000 Hz. Frequencies below that range are called infrasonic, and frequencies 

above that range are called ultrasonic. Frequency can be related to wavelength and the 

speed of sound by the equation f=v/λ, where v is the speed of sound in a medium.

Decibels (dB) Example

140 Jet engine at 100’

125 Thunderclap, pain

120 Physical pain

110 Power saw at 3’

95 Jackhammer at 50’

60 Normal conversation 
at 3’

40 Private office

30 Whisper at 6’

0 Silence

Hertz (Hz) Example

20,000 Upper threshold of 
human hearing

7,500 Birds chirping

2,000 Phone ringing

500–1,000 Traffic noise

165–255 Female human speech

85–180 Male human speech

100 Rumble of thunder

75 Boat horn

20 Lower threshold of 
human hearing

DESCRIBING SOUND STIMULI
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All sounds can be described with two basic parameters as defined below.

SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL FREQUENCY
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In an in-house experiment, employees estimated the sound levels made from 

sources around our office before and after receiving a reference of decibel levels. 

Overall, employees’ guesses were more focused around the recorded sound level 

after learning about the sound levels of common noises (smaller error bars indicate 

less variation around the average). Several of the sounds were underestimated.
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CASE STUDY

THINKING IN DECIBELS
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For sound energy to propagate through space, it must travel through a medium. 

Conductivity is the ability of a material to transmit sound energy. Most commonly, the 

medium is air, but sound can also travel through water, wood, steel, or other materials. 

This is how tin can telephones and wall assemblies can both transmit sound from one 

point to another. Those sources of sound can include speech, footfall, mechanical noises, 

and more. Remember that the speed of sound varies depending on the medium.

Watch out for air gaps in places like doors or fenestration, as they provide paths for 

sound that can short circuit and compromise the isolation of a room.

STEEL

18,000 feet/second

WOOD

11,700 feet/second

WATER

4,915 feet/second

AIR (70°F)

1,128 feet/second

CONDUCTIVITY
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A wavefront of sound will behave differently depending on the surface it hits. Some 

materials are effective barriers to sound, while others are effective absorbers. Some 

materials are both barriers and absorbers, and others are neither. Consider a material’s 

NRC, STC, and texture (see pages 16 and 17 and Appendix, respectively) to get an initial 

idea of how it will perform.

 
TRANSMISSION

Sound penetrates 
through and 
continues past a 
surface.

SPECULAR 
REFLECTION

Sound bounces 
off smooth, hard 
surfaces at the 
same angle from 
which it came.

DIFFUSE 
REFLECTION

Sound is scattered 
by faceted, rough, 
or generally 
irregular surfaces.

 
ABSORPTION

Sound energy is 
trapped in soft, 
porous surfaces.

BEHAVIOR OF SOUND
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The acoustic quality of a space is characterized by three main properties.3 Background 

noise is produced by fixed objects in the room like mechanical systems. Isolated sounds 

are individual and relatively instantaneous. Sounds like wheeling carts, a bell, or talking 

people often stand out from the background noise. Room acoustics describe how the 

composition of space affects things like reverberation and echo (see page 13).

ROOM ACOUSTICS

BACKGROUND NOISE

ISOLATED SOUNDS

ACOUSTICAL PROPERTIES OF A SPACE
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Sounds vary in rhythm. A consistent sound that it is held for a long duration at a 

low level will be habituated or tuned out. However, a person would have difficulty 

habituating a more chaotic, stochastic sound. Most sounds are in between these 

two extremes and create different levels of distraction, which can be intrusive or 

provide a welcomed mental break.

SIMPLE COMPLEX

pure tone clock rain traffic

One of the main goals of acoustics is to make it easier to understand what 

people are saying. Speech intelligibility is the ability to recognize spoken words 

correctly. It may be affected by several things including background noise level 

and stochasticity of a sound’s rhythm. Several things can be done to increase 

speech intelligibility including lowering reverberation time and using sound 

masking (see pages 58–61).

Here are some commonly confused terms:

Noise is background information; undesired random disturbance.

Signal conveys meaningful information, as opposed to noise.

Stimulus is something that evokes a response.

Sound is a stimulus and either signal or noise. Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) 

describes a sound signal’s contrast with the background noise (see page 58).

TERMINOLOGY

COMPLEXITY

SPEECH INTELLIGIBILITY
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The sound quality of the room is not inherently “bad” or “good.” Acoustic decisions 

should be made on the basis of what sonic conditions will be appropriate for the specific 

kind of space being designed. Sound can be reflected in different ways, each creating a 

different effect. Two consequences of reflection are reverberation and echo, which are 

commonly confused.

ECHO

A distinct reflection of the sound 
(source signal) reaches the ear at least 
50 milliseconds after the direct sound 
reaches the ear.4

REVERBERATION

Many reflections reach the ear with very 
little delay between each other, creating 
the effect of sustained sound that 
dies away.

REVERBERATION VS. ECHO
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Reverberation time (RT60) is the time it takes for a sound in a space to diminish in 

sound pressure level by 60 dB.4 After a sound signal is produced, it reaches the receiver 

(e.g., your ear) directly as the direct sound. The subsequent reflections are called early 

reflections, and then the sound trails off in the reverberation tail. RT60 can also be 

extrapolated from a smaller drop in sound pressure level. Although expensive equipment 

is needed for accurate measurements, there are cruder but more accessible ways to 

estimate RT60, as shown on the right. See page 29 and the Appendix for common 

reverberation times of several programs. 

REVERBERATION TIME
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where:

RT60  = 
0.049(V)

A

V = room volume in cubic feet
A = (S1)(α1) + (S2)(α2) + (S3)(α3) + ...
S = material’s surface area in square feet
α = material’s absorption coefficient

Use the Sabine equation2 when the surfaces and volumes of a hypothetical 
or existing space are known, for example with a rectangular conference room.

Use an impulse response if an existing space is accessible in silence, for 
example with more complicated or idiosyncratic spaces like performance halls.

1. Hit record on microphone.

2. Pop balloon or clap hands.

3. End recording after several 
seconds.

4. Import MP3 or WAV into 
software (e.g., Audacity).

5. Change axes to display the 
graph to the left and read RT60.
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CALCULATING REVERBERATION TIME
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Noise Reduction Coefficient (NRC) is a measure of the ability of an exposed material 

to absorb sound in the frequency range of 250 to 2,000 Hz. To calculate NRC, take 

the average of the sound absorption coefficients (see Appendix) at 250 Hz, 500 Hz, 

1,000 Hz, and 2,000 Hz. An NRC of 0 represents perfect reflection and an NRC of 1 

represents perfect absorption. You might find NRC values greater than 1 in product 

documentation due to complications of material thickness and consequential additional 

surface area. Remember that NRC values are inherent to the material but depend heavily 

on the preparation and configuration of the surface (e.g., texture, mounting style, paint, 

etc.), so values can vary widely. See page 48 for a comparison of materials and their NRC 

ranges and the Appendix for recommended sector-based NRC values.

NOISE REDUCTION COEFFICIENT

Gypsum board: NRC 0.05 Fabric-wrapped panels: NRC ≤1.15
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Sound Transmission Class (STC) is a single-number rating that reflects the reduction 

in SPL across an assembly in the frequency range of 125 Hz to 4,000 Hz. Higher STC 

ratings indicate assemblies that reduce sound transmission well. If a 60 dB conversation 

in a conference room is heard as 40 dB outside the room, the wall would roughly have a 

rating of STC 20. However, that might not be accurate depending on the test frequency, 

so see the following page for more details about determining STC.

SOUND TRANSMISSION CLASS

STC Sounds heard through wall5

25 Normal speech understood easily

30 Loud speech understood fairly well, normal 
speech heard but not understood

35 Loud speech audible but not intelligible

40 Onset of “privacy”

42 Loud speech audible as a murmur

45* Loud speech not audible; 90% of statistical 
population not annoyed

50 Very loud sounds (e.g., musical instruments) 
heard faintly

60+ Most sounds inaudible

*Recommended STC for partitions in multifamily buildings. STC 45 is accepted 
if tested on-site.6
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DETERMINING STC

STC 50 Reference Contour

STC 40 Reference Contour

FREQUENCY (Hz)
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STC 60 Reference Contour

Recorded transmission

DERIVATION OF SOUND TRANSMISSION CLASS
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CALCULATING 

Transmission loss (TL) values are tested at 16 standard frequencies from 125 Hz to 
4000 Hz and plotted on a graph. That curve is matched to the most similar standard 
STC reference curve. The STC corresponds to the intersection of the reference STC 
contour and the 500 Hz frequency line.7

WHY IT MATTERS

Sound transmission loss may differ from STC for various frequencies. Low frequencies 
often pass through walls more easily than higher ones,8 therefore STC may not be 
an accurate prediction of transmission loss when low frequencies are present. Some 
common low frequencies are bass guitar, drums, airplane & truck traffic, train horn, 
boat horn, low humming HVAC, home theaters, heavy equipment operation (especially 
industrial).
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Sound is not simply energy; it is rather the interaction of energy with a medium, which is 

then interpreted by a receiver (you).

Sound in architecture can be understood from two complementary perspectives. They 

speak to the qualities and impacts of sound that encompass not only technical but also 

experiential aspects of a sonic environment.

Acoustic architecture involves the physical properties of a space described in the 

language of sound physics.9

Aural architecture involves the emotional, behavioral, and visceral responses to the 

sounds produced in and altered by space.9

+ +

AURAL ARCHITECTURE

ENERGY MATERIAL RECEIVER
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SENSATION

Transformation of the detected physical sound 

waves (e.g., a loud bang that is 120 dB and 100 

Hz) into neural signals.

PERCEPTION

Processing raw sensation into meaningful 

awareness of that sound (e.g., recognizing the 

loud bang as thunder).

EMOTIONAL LISTENING

Visceral response to a sound. This can vary widely 

due to personal associations and meanings (e.g., 

thunder is exciting for a farmer but stressful for 

someone who lost their home in a storm).
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Our brains and bodies can use sound to help us orient and understand our 

surroundings—an audiospatial awareness. Sound localization is the ability of our 

brains to interpret auditory signals as indicators of the direction of a sound source. 

Using two separated ears, our brains can use a process similar to triangulation to 

locate where a sound is coming from using differences in time of arrival or strength 

of sound stimulus.

SOUND LOCALIZATION

INTERAURAL TIME DIFFERENCE

At low frequencies a sound will hit one 
ear before the other. The brain uses time 
difference to locate the sound.10

INTERAURAL LOUDNESS DIFFERENCE

At high frequencies an acoustic shadow 
will make the further ear receive a softer 
sound. Intensity difference locates the 
sound.10

SENSING OBJECTS SONICALLY

An object blocking a sound creates 
a perceivable acoustic shadow. In a 
process similar to echolocation, humans 
can sense objects through reflections.

∆ time

Object creating 
acoustic shadow

Reflections 
between object 
and listener

ORIENTING WITH SOUND
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CASE STUDY

We investigated the interacting effects of 
hearing and vision on the perception of 
a space. As a control, participants were 
blindfolded while hearing clapping that 
sounded either dry or reverberant. Then, 
visually immersed in a simulated room, 
participants heard the same sounds while 
seeing either a relatively small or large 
abstract room. Participants rated relative 
qualities of the room (e.g., perceived size) 
from 0–10 for each spectrum (see chart). This 
was repeated and alternated with a smaller 
silent room used as a reference for size.

Data indicate that vision dominated hearing; 
perceived qualities of space mostly depended 
on visual stimuli. However, especially when 
participants were blindfolded, reverberation 
made a space feel significantly bigger and 
more public.

Trial 
Condition

Perceived 
Room Size

Cold to
Warm

Private to
Public

Cheap to
Expensive

Secular to
Sacred

Historic to
Modern

Blind
Dry

Blind
Reverberant

Small
Dry

Small
Reverberant

Large
Dry

Large
Reverberant
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AUDITORY ILLUSIONS IN A SPACE



While we can sense and shape our sonic environments, those environments also have 

tangible effects on us. Beyond our conscious awareness of surrounding sounds, our 

bodies and unconscious minds respond as well.

Psychoacoustics is the study of sound perception and people’s physiological, cognitive, 

and psychological/behavioral responses to sound.

Any phenomenon involving humans, including audible and inaudible sound, can be 

viewed from multiple perspectives (above). Understanding our susceptibility (see 

pages 26 and 27) to sound in these ways can help us justify our designs and design 

more effectively.

24

PSYCHOACOUSTICS

PHYSIOLOGY

The functions and mechanisms of structures 

within living organisms.

COGNITION

The mental process of acquiring knowledge 

and processing information involving memory 

and concentration.11

PSYCHOLOGY

The study of behavior, feeling, and conscious 

and unconscious thought.
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CASE STUDY

How does the sonic environment affect the 

mind and body? In Test 1 (creative cognition), 

participants drew as many unique images 

as they could in 90 seconds using provided 

shapes. In Test 2 (attention, reaction time), 

participants completed a mental rotation task 

in which they described a pair of rotated letters 

as either mirrored or the same. They repeated 

the tests with silence, pink noise, traffic noise, 

or nature noise. Each noise did not seem to 

significantly affect test scores (presumably 

due to a limited sample size), but subjective 

feedback (below) revealed a distaste for urban 

noise. We also tracked designers’ heart rates 

throughout the day while the same noises 

played overhead. Heart rate was higher while 

traffic sounds were playing.

Question Best Sound Worst Sound

I could think clearly during the test. silence, pink, nature traffic

I could work uninterrupted during the test. silence, pink traffic

The sound environment was comfortable. nature traffic

The sound environment was distracting. silence, nature traffic

The sound environment was loud. silence, nature pink, traffic

The sound environment impaired performance. silence, pink, nature traffic

I got used to the sound environment easily. silence, pink, nature traffic

R R

SAME MIRROR

Test 2: Mental Rotation Task

Test 1: Guilford’s Uses Task11
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PSYCHOACOUSTICS & AMBIENCE
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PSYCHOACOUSTIC EFFECTS

Consideration Condition Physiological Effects

Sound Level Elevated sound level Increased heart rate12,13

Increased blood pressure12,13,14

Hearing loss15

Tinnitus16

Loss of sleep17

Increased cortisol levels18

Sound
Frequency

High frequency and ultrasound Nausea, headaches, fatigue, 
dizziness, sleep problems, 
and hearing loss30

Low frequency and infrasound Chest pressure and nausea32

Sound Source Office noise Postural invariance33

Tiredness23

Urban noise Poor sleep39

Increase of blood pressure40

Biophilic noise Physiological restoration37,44
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Cognitive Effects Psychological Effects Recommendations

Distraction18

Worsened learning20,21,22

Reduced 
productivity22,23,24

Impaired creativity25

Reduced reaction time26,27

Irritability, stress, anxiety, 
and depression28

Argumentativeness, 
reduction of helping 
behavior29

Absenteeism28

85 dB causes hearing loss.
Consider adjacent sound 
levels and transmittance 
through materials.
Use absorptive materials.
Consider loud equipment.

Memory and 
concentration 
impairment31

Irritability, nervousness, 
sadness31

Be aware that sounds 
below 200 Hz and above 
2000–5000 Hz are 
commonly perceived as 
annoying.

Hallucinations32 Fear, anxiety32

Impaired concentration34

Impaired memory23

Distractions from 
speech35,36

Lower return on 
investment, wasted 
money37

Reduced job satisfaction38

Stress, motivational 
deficits33

Use insulation specific to 
85–3400 Hz to increase 
speech intelligibility.
Consider using sound 
masking systems.

Decreased performance41 
and attention42

Worse interpersonal 
relationship43

Feeling depressed43

Consider higher STC 
materials near traffic.
Reduce apertures to 
outside near loud activity.

Enhanced performance, 
concentration45, and 
creative thinking46

Improved motivation23

Tranquility47

Stress recovery44

Use materials that create 
stochastic sound or respond 
audibly to weather or 
interaction (moving water, 
rustling plants).
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DESCRIPTION



We expect classrooms and cathedrals to sound different. What makes a cathedral 

sound rich would make it difficult to understand speech in a classroom. For an acoustic 

experience to be effective and desirable, it must be appropriate for the space’s function, 

activities, and context. This section reviews common—and highly generalized—

programs in various sectors48 and serves as a starting point for thinking about what 

acoustic decisions you might make in a project.

One of the informative measurements for describing an experience within a space is 

reverberation time (recall pages 13 through 15). While there is substantial variation within 

programs, some spaces (e.g., recording studios) require less reverberation than others 

(e.g., concert halls). Adhering to expectations and recommendations for reverberation 

times (see Appendix) can make a space feel the way it should, which, whether conscious 

or not, is fundamental to experiential architecture. Consider solutions in the Acoustical 

Strategies component and materials and STC expectations found in the Appendix.

Reverberation Time (seconds)

COMPONENT TWO
PROGRAMMATIC ACOUSTICS
TYPES OF SPACES AND THEIR ACOUSTIC PROFILES

29



SPACES FOR RECORDING
RECORDING STUDIOS

The recording studio is an extreme case that deserves particular attention to controlled 

acoustics. Studios require a notoriously “dead” (low reverberation) space so that their 

recordings are clean and can be manipulated later.

Some recording studios may require different setups depending on the content that is 

to be recorded (see pages 46 and 47 for a discussion of dynamic absorption systems). 

Otherwise, use walls with a high STC (see the Acoustical Strategies component and 

Appendix) and floor/ceiling assemblies with a high IIC (see Appendix). In addition, add 

mass and airspace to building materials, reduce or insulate structural connections that 

transmit sound (e.g., mullions), and cover gaps at the base or top of walls. To control the 

internal sound quality, use a balance of absorption (with materials like soft foam) and 

diffusion (rough materials or commercial diffusers). Be careful to not design spaces that 

have a very low RT60 (below around 0.3); quality recording still necessitates a full sound, 

although this largely depends on occupant preferences.

Sound sources Few

Target RT60 <0.4 seconds

Common 
adjacencies

Corridor, 
mechanical room, 
outside

Common 
materials

Foams, fabric-
wrapped panels, 
carpet, wood

Common issues Poor isolation 
from adjacencies

Section

Plan
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SPACES FOR PRIVACY
PRIVATE OFFICES, DORMITORIES, MULTI-FAMILY HOSPITALITY, HOSPITALS

Private spaces should be acoustically isolated to minimize transmission of distracting 

noise and increase comfort and confidentiality. For private offices, extent of isolation 

depends on occupant preferences (i.e., desired connection to the main area), whereas 

for programs like healthcare facilities there might be a legal minimum. Hard surfaces can 

create flutter echo. External or internal noise can be detrimental. Hospital sounds can 

cause sleep disturbance, increased rehospitalization, and extended hospital stays, as well 

as impaired mental efficiency and stress in staff.49

Using assemblies with high STC and IIC is a priority for private spaces, both for internal 

and external airborne and impact sounds. In programs with multiple adjacencies, 

consider using resilient and damping materials (e.g., neoprene) to reduce impact sounds 

and sealing all penetrations with non-hardening acoustic sealant (see page 56, the 

Acoustical Strategies component, and the Appendix). Avoid placing penetrations back 

to back between units (see page 56). Isolate sensitive areas from mechanical equipment 

and other loud spaces, and be aware of exterior sources of noise.

Sound sources Few–many

Target RT60 <0.8 seconds

Common 
adjacencies

Lobby, conference 
room, restroom, 
corridor, outside 

Common 
materials

Gypsum board, 
glass, wood

Common issues Flutter echo (see 
page 40) between 
parallel surfaces, 
transmission from 
adjacencies
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SPACES FOR MEETING
CONFERENCE ROOMS

The conference room is an example of a space that must function for different activities 

including group discussions, presentations, videos, etc. It should provide a space for 

clear communication and relative isolation. The potential for multiple voices brings the 

potential for a buildup of noise.

Since conference rooms are frequently next to the rest of an office, they can create 

noise that distracts others. Pay special attention to transmission through the assemblies 

to prevent this issue (see pages 55 through 57). Also provide ample absorption within 

the room. Apply soft materials to parallel surfaces including walls, tables, and ceilings to 

prevent flutter echo, which can exist even with a reduced reverberation time. Hanging 

elements like baffles can achieve this while maintaining favorable aesthetics and 

providing opportunities for lighting.

Sound sources Few

Target RT60 <0.8 seconds

Common 
adjacencies

Lobby, open 
office, restroom

Common 
materials

Glass, gypsum 
board, wood, felt

Common issues Flutter echo 
between walls or 
table/ceiling; poor 
isolation

Section

Plan
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SPACES FOR WORKING
OPEN OFFICE, LIBRARY

Auditory distraction is a major threat to focused reading, thinking, and working. In these 

environments, there is an understanding that others are working but also that it is a 

public space. As the level of sound rises due to surrounding conversations, speakers tend 

to raise their own voices, increasing the noise floor of the space. In this way, noise can 

compound noise, creating a sonic environment that is not conducive to working.

While spaces meant to be isolated should be closed tightly (e.g., full-height partitions, 

efficient sealing) and made with high-STC assemblies, absorption is often the main 

strategy for workplaces. Spaces with wide plans (see page 42) can benefit primarily 

from absorptive materials on the ceiling (e.g., felt baffles, open-cell spray insulation, 

wood grilles) and also from absorptive panels on walls or non-peripheral elements (e.g., 

columns). In libraries, bookshelves can act as absorbers. In open offices, partitions at 

head height between desks are opportunities for absorption, but increasing partition 

height can also increase noise level by creating perceived privacy.50 Sound masking is 

often used to enhance speech privacy (see pages 58 through 61).

Sound sources Many

Target RT60 <0.9 seconds

Common 
adjacencies

Lobby, conference 
room, restroom, 
mechanical room

Common 
materials

Carpet, fabric-
wrapped panels, 
concrete

Common issues Excessive direct 
sound; mechanical 
noise 
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SPACES FOR LEARNING
LECTURE HALL, CLASSROOM

A priority here is clear communication, i.e., superior speech intelligibility. This allows 

everyone in the room to hear instructors and focus. Designers should consider terraced 

seating for more direct sound or level seating for a non-hierarchical arrangement. 

External noise from other rooms, corridors, or the outside often poses as a distraction. A 

study in New York City reported that reading scores of students on the side of a school 

next to a subway lagged 3–4 months.51 A study of a school near an airport suggested 

that a 5 dB difference in aircraft noise was equivalent to a 1–2-month reading delay.52

For sound from the front to reach all ears, the ceiling can be reflective, but the side and 

back walls should be absorptive to prevent “slap back” toward the instructor. Higher 

occupancy can also increase absorption, so consider acoustic perfomance for both light 

and heavy attendance. Speakers placed in the back of the room can reach far students 

without an instructor raising their voice. To protect from external noise, extend high-STC 

walls to deck and seal them tightly. Also consider populations hypersensitive to noise by 

providing areas of respite (e.g., a protected nook for a student with autism or ADHD).

Sound sources Few

Target RT60 <1 second

Common 
adjacencies

Lobby, corridor, 
mechanical room, 
outside 

Common 
materials

Gyspum board, 
chalkboard, felts, 
fabric furniture

Common issues Flutter echo; 
mechanical noise; 
external noise

Section

Plan
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SPACES FOR SOCIAL INTERACTION
RESTAURANTS, LOBBIES, RETAIL, COMMON AREAS

For many contained public spaces, the goal is to create a relatively live environment to 

have a sense of energy (which will depend on client expectations). However, elevated 

noise can be produced by reflective materials and multiple voices that project in all 

directions. In addition, it may be difficult for people to hear each other (reducing speech 

intelligibility53 especially in restaurants), causing them to further elevate their voices 

(the Lombard Effect54). In retail it can become overstimulating and pressure shoppers to 

make impulsive purchases53 and can also make communication between employees and 

shoppers difficult. Elevated noise levels can be a particular problem when considering 

adjacent programs, for example offices or theaters, where sound leaking in is undesirable.

To help dampen peak sound levels, use absorptive materials on the ceiling. These 

elements are often used to add to the aesthetic design of the space. To keep the noise 

contained to the space, pay special attention to sealing partitions and using high-STC 

assemblies. Consider people who are hard of hearing or hypersensitive to noise when 

designing these spaces (e.g., using high NRC absorptive panels).

Sound sources Many

Target RT60 <1 second

Common 
adjacencies

Outside, 
restroom, 
conference room

Common 
materials

Glass, gypsum 
board, woods, 
stones, felt, fabric 
furniture

Common issues Noise buildup; 
flutter echo 
between ceiling 
and floor
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SPACES FOR PERFORMANCE
CONCERT HALLS, AUDITORIUMS, HOUSES OF WORSHIP

There is significant diversity among these types of spaces due to a variety of activities 

including speaking, playing music, or both at different times. In general, these spaces 

are particularly “live” (high reverberation). Generally, designers try to achieve a balance 

between reflection (to create a desired liveness, especially for music and religious 

activities) and absorption (to maintain clarity, especially for speech). While there might 

be a low number of sound sources for speech-related activities or many sources for an 

ensemble, sound is usually directed one way (toward the audience or congregation). 

It is vital to reduce reflections from the back wall, which distract the presenter, with 

absorptive material. Seating, wall panels, and hanging elements are good opportunities 

for absorption. Further, dynamic absorption systems (see pages 46 and 47) on the side or 

back walls will allow the soundscape to be adapted for different activities and controlled 

in such large spaces. If the stage has a relatively high ceiling, consider putting absorbers 

at the back and even sides of the stage. Properly seal doorways (minimizing air gaps) and 

use high STC partitions to isolate outside noise.

Sound sources Few (speakers) or 
many (ensemble)

Target RT60 >0.9 seconds

Common 
adjacencies

Lobby, outside 

Common 
materials

Curtains, fabric-
wrapped panels, 
woods

Common issues Flutter echo 
between side/
back walls; 
monolithic 
surfaces

Section

Plan
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DESCRIPTION



This component describes techniques to create effective acoustic environments and 

discusses how the materials and structures in a room (and between rooms) can respond 

to and affect sound. In general, the following three strategies can be used to manipulate 

sound in a space:

COMPONENT THREE
ACOUSTICAL STRATEGIES
WAYS TO ACHIEVE OPTIMAL ACOUSTICS

A

B

C

ABSORB reverberating sound energy to create comfortable room 
acoustics.

BLOCK isolated sounds from transmitting to adjacent spaces.

COVER distracting background noise with masking systems or 
other competing sounds.

39



At the most basic level, you can manipulate existing surfaces like gypsum board that are 

most likely fairly reflective. The following are some rules of thumb to keep in mind when 

working with reflective surfaces.

40

ABSORPTION AND REFLECTION

Sound will be directed away from the 
other parallel surface.

Textures can diffuse sound energy, 
leading to softer and less disturbing 

reflections.

This causes a disturbing flutter echo, 
a series of echoes in rapid succession 

that hinders clarity of sound.

If sound cannot bounce between 
surfaces, flutter echo won’t happen. 
Add absorption to one of the walls.

Do angle a reflective surface. Do add texture to a reflective 
surface.

Don’t put reflective surfaces 
parallel to one another.

Do orient reflective surfaces 
perpendicularly.
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TREATMENT AND ABSORPTION

Sound absorbing materials can be used for a variety of practical applications, namely 

to reduce noise levels in an enclosed space, reduce reverberation, eliminate echoes, 

and emphasize direct sounds to improve speech intelligibility.2 Reducing reverberant 

reflections and reduce the overall sound levels within a space. 

The relationship between acoustic treatment and sound absorption is not linear. Before 

sound absorption is noticeable, you must add a particular amount of absorptive material 

(specific amount depends on several factors). In addition, continuing to add copious 

absorptive material reaches a point of diminishing returns. The appropriate amount of 

treatment is specific to the desired environment.
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PLACING ABSORPTIVE MATERIALS

In narrow spaces, this might be 
the vertical surfaces.

Don’t hide absorptive materials 
behind other surfaces.

In wide spaces, this might be 
the horizontal surfaces.

Do expose absorptive materials 
directly to sound.

Have a direct line of sight between the sound source and 
absorptive material.

Place absorptive materials on the surface closest to the 
sound source (often people).

When applying absorptive materials, be aware of the following strategies that can help 

make absorption more effective, improving sound quality and reducing cost.
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Good: apply absorptive materials 
to reflective surfaces.

Don’t cluster absorptive 
materials in an area.

Better: suspend absorptive 
materials from reflective surface.

Do distribute absorptive 
materials across the room.

Distribute absorptive materials evenly.2

Offset absorptive materials to increase sound-absorbing 
surface area.
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Beyond absorptive ceiling, wall, or floor tiles, there are several forms to use to reduce 

noise in a room.

ABSORPTIVE ADD-ON FORMS

Panels can be applied to a surface for 

a basic addition to a room.

Image credit: FilzFelt

Screens can be used to divide a space 

and provide a slight acoustic barrier. 

Many are movable.

Image credit: FilzFelt

Furniture can disrupt the path of 

sound energy and block sound close 

to the listener’s ear.

Image credit: BuzziSpace
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Baffles are suspended from a ceiling 

to provide absorption out of the way 

of the speakers. Vertical pieces create 

more surface area for absorption.

Image credit: TURF

Clouds are suspended away from the 

ceiling to create a large double-sided 

surface for sound absorption.

Image credit: Techlite

Sculptural elements can be used to 

provide absorption when you are not 

trying to hide the system. They can 

also hold lights.

Image credit: BuzziSpace
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DYNAMIC ABSORBERS

Curtains can be pulled to cover entire reflective surfaces or pushed to create a wetter 

space. With this cost-effective option you can also control fabric fullness.

Hinged panels can be embedded in an assembly or deployed to reveal absorbers.

Not all environments are uniform: some require a flexible soundscape to accommodate 

different activities.2 For example, a performance hall might need to be relatively dead 

during the day for a lecture but might need to be relatively live at night for a concert. 

Varying the absorptive material exposed to sound tunes the acoustic environment.
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Perforated or slatted panels can be aligned to expose underlying absorbers or 

staggered to create a more reflective surface.

Rotating panels can be oriented at any angle to control the level of absorption 

in the space. In addition, you can create an effect of diffusion by disrupting a 

smooth wall surface.
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Below is a collection of material families (see material chart in the Appendix) and their 

general Noise Reduction Coefficients (NRC). Values can vary significantly depending 

on the product and other factors such as thickness, coating, spacing/suspension, and 

the acoustician performing the test. See page 16 for review of NRC and page 71 for 

NRC recommendations.

NRC OF MATERIALS
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Diffusion is the scattering of sound energy by 

a complex surface.55 It is a useful alternative or 

complement to absorbing sound because it does 

not remove sound energy, but rather reduces 

distinct echoes and reflections while leaving a 

“liveness” to the space. Diffusers spread sound in 

space and time, making a reflection sound softer.

A texture must be deep enough to affect the 

wavelength it is trying to diffuse. Surfaces are 

“acoustically smooth” if the depth of the surface 

structure is less than 1/12 of the wavelength.4 Finely 

textured surfaces will only diffuse high frequencies. 

A depth of at least 4.5-13 inches is necessary to 

scatter sound with frequencies between 85-255 

Hz (human speech range).56 Diffusers can range in 

scale from texture to large geometries.

DIFFUSION

Specular reflection has 
an angle of incidence (θi)
equal to the angle of 
reflection (θr).

2

Convex reflection 
spreads the incident rays.

Concave reflection 
concentrates the 
incident rays.
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Faceted surfaces like the walls in the 
Acadiana Center for the Arts are 
effective sound diffusers.
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PLAN GEOMETRY4

Ray tracing can be used to analyze and demonstrate the effect of room shape and 

surface orientation on sound reflection. Concentrated sound can be disturbing for a 

listener and can be addressed by properly diffusing the sound. While diffusion does not 

inherently reduce reverberation, the scattered sound results in a more pleasant quality.

Reflections can produce flutter echoes 
between parallel wall surfaces.

Taper the stage towards the rear to 
avoid flutter echo.

If the walls taper inward, sound can 
be reflected back to the source, 
producing flutter echo.
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Narrow, rectangular rooms can create 
flutter echo and send confusing indirect 
sound to the seats.

Concave plan shapes focus the 
sound, which can lead to disturbing 
concentrations of sound.

If the room widens toward the rear, the 
reflections are sent to the rear of the 
room where they can be absorbed.
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SECTION GEOMETRY4

Reflections from the rear 
wall with a long delay 
increase the risk of echoes. 
Right-angles reflect sound 
back parallel toward its 
source. 

Use absorptive surfaces to 
avoid disturbing reflections.

Angle the rear part of 
the ceiling to redirect 
reflections.

Include structured wall 
surfaces to diffuse 
disturbing reflections.
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CONTROLLING SOUND TRANSMISSION

Sound isolation is fundamental to creating acoustically effective spaces and is 

something that designers are constantly tasked with. Remember that it is not possible 

to achieve a completely soundproof space. When a client requests this, it’s a good time 

to consult a professional acoustician.1  The following rules of thumb57 help to reduce 

transmission of sound through an assembly, which contributes to a higher STC rating. 

The following page gives more specific applications and metrics.

INCREASE  
MASS

e.g., add more 
layers of gypsum 

board

DECREASE  
STIFFNESS

e.g., increase 
distance between 

studs

PROVIDE
DAMPING

e.g., add joist tape 
or resilient channel

INCREASE CAVITY 
DEPTH

e.g., increase stud 
width

INCREASE CAVITY 
ABSORPTION

e.g., add insulation 
between studs
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These diagrams demonstrate the effect 

of manipulating 2” x 4” wood studs 

or 25 gauge steel studs on sound 

transmission.58 Differences in STC 

are highly dependent on the specific 

assembly; these effects cannot be 

generalized for all assemblies.

INCREASING STC

WOOD VS. 25 GAUGE STEEL STUDS

+5 to 6

+5 to 6 +6 to 7

ADDING LAYERS OF GYP: doubling layers of board

STUD SPACING: 16” O.C. to 24” O.C.

+2 +1
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USING RESILIENT CHANNELS

+4 to 7 +0 to 3

STUD SIZE: doubling dimensions

+1 +3

ADDING CAVITY INSULATION

+2 to 7 +4 to 6
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STC DETAILS

Offset layered gypsum board 
seams by at least 12”. Proper 
overlap can result in a 0 to 1 STC 
point increase.

Use acoustical caulk at the floor, ceilings, 
and electrical outlet boxes to seal gaps 
that leak airborne sound. Sealants should 
be non-hardening, as soft materials can 
flex with the building, absorb vibrational 
energy, and not crack with time.

12” minimum

+3 to +9

BAD
Electrical outlets 
back to back in the 
wall

PRO TIP  
Metal electrical 
boxes transmit 
significantly 
more sound 
than plastic 
vapor-barrier 
electrical boxes 
(even 4 STC 
points more).60

BETTER
Electrical outlets 
separated with 
acoustic insulation 
in cavity

BEST
Electrical outlets 
separated by 24” 
minimum with a 
stud in between

PERFORATIONS IN THE WALL (E.G., ELECTRICAL OUTLETS)59

ALIGNING LAYERS OF GYP58 PROPER SEALING58

+1
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CASE STUDY

Install a plenum barrier.

A mineral wool plenum barrier can increase CAC by 17.61

Provide insulation over entire ceiling.

Glass fiber insulation used over an entire ceiling can increase CAC by 9.57

Provide insulation in ceiling only around partition.

Glass fiber insulation used on either side of a wall partition can increase 

CAC by 6.57

Increase thickness of ceiling material.

Thickening acoustical ceiling tiles from 5/16” to 1/2”can increase CAC by 5.57

Ceiling Attenuation Class (CAC) is similar to STC, but for ceilings. CAC describes 

sound transmission between two spaces when the wall between them stops at or 

just above the ceiling. Here are some ways to reduce sound transmission through 

ceilings when the wall doesn’t extend to deck.

2

3

4

1
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Sound masking is a technique that reduces the distinctiveness of sounds, albeit by 

covering with adding more sound. This is often used in open plan spaces like an office 

that has multiple people speaking. Proper sound masking is not usually noticeable to 

occupants and helps to cover conversations for greater speech privacy and productivity.62 

Sound masking can also be used to improve sleep.

It can be distracting when two distinct sources of sound (e.g., your conversation and a 

background conversation) compete for your attention. Increasing the level of background 

noise to drown out a background conversation can remove that distraction by reducing 

the distraction’s Signal-to_noise Ratio (SNR), thus increasing speech intelligibility (see 

page 12).

SOUND MASKING

TIME

Your 
conversation

Background 
conversation

SO
U

N
D

 L
EV

EL
 (d

B)

TIME

Background 
noise

SO
U

N
D

 L
EV

EL
 (d

B)

WITHOUT 
SOUND 
MASKING

WITH 
SOUND 
MASKING
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Sound masking and noise cancellation are the same thing. 

With noise cancellation, an incoming sound wave interacts with another wave that 
is equal and opposite.63 It is difficult to cancel sound in large and/or (relatively) 
moving acoustic environments. Sound masking adds noise (increasing noise floor) 
to muddle distracting background noise, but noise cancellation does not increase 
the noise floor.

Sound masking is simply adding white noise. 

White noise is only one noise color (see below) and can be irritating when amplified. 
Sound masking systems (often limited to frequencies of human speech) can also use 
more biophilic sounds like babbling water.

Anything that creates noise can work as a sound masker. 

Because sound masking is used specifically to mask human speech, the noise used 
for masking must be in the same frequency range as speech. HVAC systems do not 
reliably generate a sound spectrum conducive to speech privacy.63

Low 
Frequency

High 
Frequency

In
te

n
si

ty
*

*Frequency distributions are only 
approximate shapes.

White: equal in intensity across all 
audible frequencies (see page 7). 
Sounds like the hiss of a waterfall.

Pink: louder in low frequencies 
than high frequencies; sounds more 
balanced. Sounds like medium-
intensity rainfall.

Brown: stronger than pink noise in 
the low frequencies. Sounds like the 
rumble of ocean waves or wind.

Green: strongest in the middle 
frequencies. Sounds like ambient 
noise in nature.

Blue: most powerful at high 
frequencies. Used for some audio 
processing.
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USING SOUND MASKING

ADD A SOUND 
SYSTEM

e.g., pink or 
biophilic noise played 

over speakers

CREATE SOUND 
THROUGH PHYSICAL 

MOVEMENT66

e.g., an element that 
incorporates running 

water or rustling 
plants

DISPERSE SOUNDS 
EVENLY64

added sound should 
be spaced to create 
uniform background 

noise

ADHERE TO 
PROPER LEVELS64

40-42 dBA: enclosed 
private spaces 

45-48 dBA: open public 
spaces

Sound masking can be implemented using several techniques as long as the sound 

is consistent enough to not also be distracting to a listener. When introducing sound 

masking to an environment, consider gradually phasing it in a few decibels each day. 

Keep in mind that sound masking is not for all contexts, for example, in environments 

that should be monitored with security.
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S  = 1.4 (2D + H – 4)

where:
S = speaker spacing (ft)
D = plenum depths (ft)
H = floor-to-ceiling height (ft)

If you decide to use artificial noise systems, be sure to design the projection layout 
correctly. To figure out the basic loudspeaker spacing,48 use:

Requirements may vary. Closer spacings may be necessary if there is spray insulation 
applied to the underside of the structural deck, if there are complicated air duct 
layouts, or if the plenum is obstructed by structural members.
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PLACING SPEAKERS

9’

S = 15’ 5”

3’D = 

H = 





This section holds some expanded concepts including standards for STC, NRC, and RT60. 

Go here if you need specific information pertaining to program or materials, or if you 

would like a deeper explanation of terminology used in the text body.

APPENDIX
TERMINOLOGY, GUIDELINES, AND MATERIALS
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ACOUSTICAL MEASUREMENTS
There are many ways to characterize the acoustical qualities of a space and its materials and 

partitions. Here are some terms that are often used when discussing acoustics.

DESCRIBING MATERIALS & ASSEMBLIES

Measurement Unit Description

Absorption Class2 Class 

A–E 

Categorizes absorption performance into five classes. The 

curve from the weighted sound absorption coefficient 

procedure is used to define the five classes.

Articulation Class 

(AC)67

-- A measure for rating the attenuation of reflected speech 

passing over the top of wall partitions or furniture into 

the adjoining workstations.

Ceiling 

Attenuation Class 

(CAC)67

-- Similar to the STC of a ceiling tile. CAC is a measure 

of reduction in sound transmission via plenum path 

between two adjacent rooms. It is generally used to 

measure sound transmission between two spaces when 

the wall between them stops at or just above the ceiling. 

Impact Insulation 

Class (IIC)59

-- Measurement of the ability of a floor/ceiling assembly 

to isolate sound from footfall and other impact sources, 

reducing the intrusion of noise into rooms directly below.

Noise Isolation 

Class (NIC)48,68

-- A single number noise reduction rating of a partition, 

room, or enclosure, where transmission loss is measured 

in one-third octave bands.

Noise Reduction 

Coefficient (NRC)69

-- A measure of a material's ability to absorb sound within 

the frequency range of speech.
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ACOUSTICAL MEASUREMENTS

DESCRIBING MATERIALS & ASSEMBLIES

Measurement Unit Description

Absorption Class2 Class 

A–E 

Categorizes absorption performance into five classes. The 

curve from the weighted sound absorption coefficient 

procedure is used to define the five classes.

Articulation Class 

(AC)67

-- A measure for rating the attenuation of reflected speech 

passing over the top of wall partitions or furniture into 

the adjoining workstations.

Ceiling 

Attenuation Class 

(CAC)67

-- Similar to the STC of a ceiling tile. CAC is a measure 

of reduction in sound transmission via plenum path 

between two adjacent rooms. It is generally used to 

measure sound transmission between two spaces when 

the wall between them stops at or just above the ceiling. 

Impact Insulation 

Class (IIC)59

-- Measurement of the ability of a floor/ceiling assembly 

to isolate sound from footfall and other impact sources, 

reducing the intrusion of noise into rooms directly below.

Noise Isolation 

Class (NIC)48,68

-- A single number noise reduction rating of a partition, 

room, or enclosure, where transmission loss is measured 

in one-third octave bands.

Noise Reduction 

Coefficient (NRC)69

-- A measure of a material's ability to absorb sound within 

the frequency range of speech.

Typical Range Notes How to Calculate

A (most 

absorptive)– E 

(least 

absorptive)

Plot practical absorption 

coefficients of a material against 

various frequencies and compare 

to the standard Absorption Class 

reference contours.

150–180 A ceiling system with AC <150 is 

low performance, whereas one with 

AC >180 is high performance.

20–40 A ceiling tile with a CAC <25 is 

considered low performance, while 

a CAC >35 is high performance. 

CAC is important between rooms 

and between floors and ceilings.

Plot transmission loss (reduction 

in SPL) at 16 standard frequencies 

and compare to standard reference 

contours.

30–80 IIC scale is logarithmic. A larger 

number rating indicates more 

attenuation.

Plot sound attenuation at 16 

standard frequencies and compare 

to standard reference contours.

20–50 Similar to a field STC test, NIC is 

often specified on certain projects 

(such as spaces with operable 

walls, hotels, education facilities) 

and measures the transmission loss 

between 125 and 4,000 Hz. AC has 

replaced NIC as industry standard 

performance value.

Plot transmission loss across 

frequency bands and match that 

curve to the closest standard curve 

that corresponds to an NIC.

0.0 (perfectly 

reflective)–1.0 

(perfectly 

absorptive)

NRC pertains to the frequency 

range of human speech, so a 

high-NRC material can be poor 

at absorbing very high or low 

frequencies. NRC greater than 1.0 is 

due to depth of materials (causing 

diffraction and absorption at edges).

Average sound absorption 

coefficients of a material at 250, 

500, 1,000, and 2,000 Hz.
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CONTINUED

Measurement Unit Description

Outdoor-Indoor 

Transmission Class 

(OITC)69

dB The measure of an exterior walls' ability to block sound 

from transmitting into the building.

Absorption 

Coefficient (α)2

-- Fraction of sound absorbed.

Sound Absorption 

Average (SAA)2

-- A higher-level single number rating that summarizes 

the absorption qualities of a material across a range of 

frequencies.

Sound 

Transmission Class 

(STC)2

-- A single number rating of the effectiveness of a material 

or construction assembly to reduce the transmission of 

airborne sound. Partitions with higher STC values are 

more effective at reducing sound transmission. 

Speech 

Transmission Index 

(STI)70

-- A measure of speech intelligibility.

Transmission Loss 

(TL)

dB Reduction in SPL across a surface or assembly.
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ACOUSTICAL MEASUREMENTS

Typical Range Notes How to Calculate

20-50 It is similar to STC but uses lower 

frequencies in the range of cars, 

planes, and mechanical equipment 

from outside a building.

Use ASTM's method for 

comparing transmission loss 

across frequencies to reference 

contours and averaging.

0.0 (perfect 

reflection)–1.0 

(perfect 

absorption)

Practical sound absorption 

coefficients (αp) summarize the 

absorption qualities of a material 

across a range of frequencies are 

used to calculate the weighted 

sound absorption coefficient (αw), 

NRC, sound absorption average 

(SAA), and absorption class.

α = (sound absorbed)/(total 

sound)

0.0 (perfect 

reflection)–1.0 

(perfect 

absorption)

Calculated using the twelve 1/3 

octave bands from 200–2,500 Hz.

Average α values at 200–2,500 

Hz.

25–60 Measured at a frequency range of 

125–4,000 Hz. Loud speech can be 

understood fairly well through an 

STC 30 wall or ceiling, but should 

not be audible through an STC 60 

wall.

Plot transmission loss at standard 

frequencies and compare to 

standard reference contours.

0.0 (not 

understandable) 

–1.0 (perfectly 

understandable)

STI 0.6 and up is considered good.

0–90 Helps determine STC. Subtract received SPL from 

incident SPL.
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DESCRIBING ACOUSTIC PROPERTIES OF A SPACE

Measurement Unit Description

Interaural Cross-

Correlation 

Coefficient 

(IACC)4,71

-- Used to describe the spaciousness of a room subjectively, 

determined by evaluating the similarity of the sound 

signals arriving at both ears. If the sound comes more 

from the sides, there is less similarity, resulting in a low 

IACC.

Noise Criteria 

(NC)67

-- A family of noise rating curves specifying the level and 

frequency content of background noise which will have a 

varying degree of acceptability for occupied architectural 

spaces.

Reverberation 

Time (RT, T-60, 

RT60)2

Seconds The time taken for the SPL in a room to decay by 60 dB. 

Spaces with short reverberation times are described as 

"dry" or "dead," and spaces with long reverberation 

times are described as "wet" or "live."

Speech Privacy 

Potential (SPP)72

% Measurement used to express the degree of speech 

privacy in open and closed spaces.
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Typical Range Notes How to Calculate

-1 (signals are 

identical but 

completely out of 

phase)–+1 (signals 

are identical)

Especially popular for assessing 

concert halls for classical music. A 

value of 0 means the signals have 

no correlation. Higher positive 

values correspond to greater 

degrees of envelopment.

15–70 Program requirements documents 

may set the maximum allowed NC 

(from mechanical system noise, 

from exterior sounds, etc.)

Plot SPL across frequency bands 

and match that curve to the 

closest standard curve that 

corresponds to an NC.

0.5–2.0 Reverberation time increases with 

the volume of the room, regardless 

of the room's geometry, and 

depends on how absorptive the 

surfaces of the room are.

T = 0.049 * (V/A), where 

T = reverberation time, 

V = volume of room, and 

A = sum of the products of 

room surface areas (S) and their 

absorption coefficients (α), or 

A = (α1*S1)+(α2*S2)+...

60–85 Total privacy is >85; no privacy is 

<60.

The sum of the noise reduction 

across a partition and the 

background noise level in a 

receiving space.
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REVERBERATION TIME (RT60)73

Building Type Function Recommended RT60 
(seconds)

Apartment and 
condo

<0.6

Hotel/motel Individual room or suite <0.6

Meeting or banquet room <0.8

Classroom <0.6

Office building Executive or private office <0.6

Conference room <0.6

Teleconference room <0.6

Open-plan office without sound 
masking

<0.8

Open-plan office with sound masking 0.8

Courtroom Unamplified speech <0.7

Amplified speech <1.0

Performing arts 
space

Drama theaters, concert, recital halls Varies by application

Laboratories Testing or research with minimal speech 
communication

<1.0

Extensive phone use and speech 
communication

<0.6

Church, mosque, 
synagogue

General assembly with critical music 
program

Varies by application

Library <1.0

Indoor stadium, 
gymnasium

Gymnasium and natatorium <2.0

Large-capacity space with speech 
amplification

<1.5

GUIDELINES
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NOISE REDUCTION COEFFICIENT (NRC)

Program Surface Type Recommended NRC Other notes

Open workspaces 

Enclosed offices 

Dining spaces

Ceiling64 ≥0.7 for ≥75% of 

available ceiling area

Excluding light fixtures, 

diffusers, etc.

Walls64 ≥0.7 for ≥25% of at 

least one wall

Workstation 

partition50

≥0.7 Partition located in front 

of worker when seated, 

typically in any furniture 

partition

Conference rooms 

Classrooms

Ceiling64 ≥0.7 for ≥50% of 

available ceiling area

Excluding light fixtures, 

diffusers, etc.

Walls64 ≥0.7 for ≥25% of at 

least 2 (preferably 

adjacent) walls

Classrooms & core 

learning spaces 

≤20,000 SF

Walls & 

Ceilings73

≥0.7 Total surface area of 

acoustic finishes must 

equal or exceed total 

ceiling area of room. 

Otherwise, confirm 

appropriate reverberation 

time.
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SOUND TRANSMISSION CLASS (STC)59

Building Type Room Type Adjacent Room Type Minimum STC High STC

Residential 

including 

motels, 

dorms, 

hospitals

Bedroom Bedroom 45 55

Living room 50 60

Kitchen 50 60

Bathroom 50 60

Corridor 45 55

Lobby 50 60

Mechanical room 55 60+

Living Room Living room 40 55

Kitchen 45 60

Bathroom 45 60

Corridor 45 55

Lobby 50 60

Mechanical room 50 60+

Kitchen or 

Bathroom

Kitchen 40 50

Bathroom 40 50

Corridor 40 50

Lobby 45 60

Mechanical room 45 60+
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CONTINUED

Building Type Room Type Adjacent Room Type Minimum STC High STC

Business Office Office 45 55

General area 40 50

Corridor 40 50

Washroom 45 55

Kitchen 45 55

Conference room 45 55

Conference 

Room

General area 40 50

Corridor 40 45

Washroom 40 50

Kitchen 45 55

Conference room 40 50

General Area Corridor 40 45

Washroom 40 50

Kitchen 45 55

School Classroom Classroom 45 55

Laboratory 45 55

Corridor 40 45

Kitchen 50 55

Shop 55 60

Recreation area 45 55

Music room 60 60

Mechanical room 50 60

Washroom 45 55

Music Room Laboratory 45 55

Corridor 45 55

Shop 50 60

Recreation area 50 60

Music room 55 60

Mechanical room 50 60
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Properties & Variations Pros

What it does, 

how it works

Form: flat, pyramid, linear, 

triangular wedge, 3-point 

wedge, cylinder, rubber 

composite, fabric-wrapped

Surface: ceiling, wall

Thickness: 1”, 2”, 3”, 4”

Application: mounted, 

suspended baffles

Easy 

installation

Lightweight

Easily cut and 

trimmed

Absorptive open-

cell melamine traps 

sound energy in 

network of spaces, 

dissipating the 

energy as heat.

Form: raw, baffle, panel, 

tile, shingle, sculptural 

element

Material: wool, polyester

Surface: ceiling, wall, 

partition

Thickness: 1/8”–1”

Application: mounted 

(adhesive, magnet, unistrut 

lock, panel clip), suspended

Aesthetic

Diverse 

aesthetics and 

forms

Flexible when 

thin

Fibers create 

network of 

spaces. Absorptive 

performance 

increases with 

thickness and 

mounting away 

from the reflective 

surface.

Material: fabric + mineral 

wool, fiberglass, or foam 

interior + steel or wood 

frame

Surface: ceiling, wall

Thickness: 1”, 2”

Application: directly 

mounted or suspended, 

clipped or adhesive

Good for 

speech 

intelligibility

Paintable

Easily installed 

and removed

Materials placed 

on walls or ceiling 

absorb energy 

where sound 

would normally 

reflect.

MELAMINE FOAMS74

ACOUSTIC FELTS75

FABRIC-WRAPPED 

ACOUSTIC PANELS76

MATERIALS ON A SURFACE
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General 

NRC

Cost 

($-$$$$)*

Common 

Sectors Cleaning Sustainability Health

0.6–1.3 $$ Recording 

studios, 

auditoriums, 

gymnasiums, 

libraries, 

restaurants

Replace, 

wipe, or 

vacuum

Synthetic

Green and 

recycled/

rebonded 

options 

available

Class A 

fire-rated

Fiber-free

0.5–1.2 $$ Restaurants, 

workspaces, 

libraries, 

hospitality, 

retail (any)

Vacuum 

or use 

compressed 

air, soap and 

water spot 

clean

Biodegradable 

material (wool)

Recycled 

content 

(polyester)

Fire resistant

Self-

extinguishing

VOC free

No 

formaldehyde

0.80–

1.15

$$$ Recording 

studios, 

auditoriums/

concert 

halls, 

gymnasiums, 

libraries, 

restaurants, 

houses of 

worship

Vacuum, use 

upholstery 

cleaner, rinse

Potentially 

recycled 

content

Class A 

fire-rated

Non-toxic

75

*Material costs only, 

unless indicated 

otherwise. Costs were 

estimated for basic 

products and may vary 

significantly.

$ $1 – $5/sf

$$ $6 – $10/sf

$$$ $10 – $20/sf

$$$$ $21+/sf



Properties & 

Variations Pros

What it does, how it 

works

Finish: raw, fabric-

wrapped

Thickness: 

3/8”–3/4”

Application: screw-

mounted

Tackable

High STC

Structural

Lightweight

Rot-resistant

Recycled paper is 

compressed with an 

adhesive to create 

a panel. The fibrous 

material absorbs 

sound and acts as a 

vibration isolator.

Material: cellulose 

composite, 

gypsum composite, 

cementitious plaster

Surface: ceiling

Thickness: 1/2”–5”

Low installation 

cost

Exposed finish

Absorptive materials 

are combined with 

adhesive when 

spray-applied. Rough 

texture diffuses sound 

and porous material 

absorbs energy.

Form: panel, spray

Surface: ceiling, 

wall

Thickness: usually 

1”–1.5” (as low as 

1/16”)

Monolithic

Large seamless 

cover area

Plaster contains 

fibers for sound 

absorption or thin 

layer of acoustically 

transparent porous 

finish on top of 

absorptive backing 

panel.

Application: brush/

roller-painted or 

2-coat spray

Easy application

Increases 

partition’s STC 

by up to 7 

points (sound 

attenuation)

System adds a layer 

to the wall to increase 

mass and make a 

stronger barrier 

between spaces.

SPRAY-APPLIED 

INSULATION78

ACOUSTIC PLASTER79

SOUND REDUCING 

PAINT80

CELLULOSE-BASED 

FIBER BOARD77
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General 

NRC

Cost 

($-$$$$)*

Common 

Sectors Cleaning Sustainability Health

0.2 $ Schools, offices, 

conference 

rooms, 

hospitals, 

residential

Rub with 

soap and 

water, 

paint

Recycled Class C fire-rated

Moisture- and 

mold-resistant

0.65–0.9 $ Auditoriums, 

mechanical 

rooms, sports 

facilities, 

parking garages, 

offices

Paint Recycled 

natural fibers

Heat insulator

Class A fire-rated

0.75–

1.05 (for 

1”–1.5”)

0.3 (for 

1/16”)

$$$$ Auditoriums, 

libraries, any 

large space

Use mild 

bleach, 

rubber 

eraser, or 

adhesive 

tape

Recycled, no 

VOCs

Class A fire-rated

No mold growth

-- $$ Hospitals, 

hotels, schools, 

condos, 

apartments, 

home media 

rooms, offices, 

retail centers, 

construction

Wash 

with 

water

Minor heat 

insulator

Class A fire-rated

Mold, Mildew 

and Water-

Resistant
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Properties & 

Variations Pros

What it does, how 

it works

Material: 

porous expanded 

polypropylene bead 

foam

Surface: ceiling, wall

Thickness: 1”, 2”

Application: 

adhesive, hang by 

clips

Tackable

Lightweight

Impact-resistant

Easy installation

Indoor/outdoor

Rigid

Expanded bead 

foam absorbs energy 

in its pores and 

diffuses energy with 

its texture.

Material: various 

woods, optional felt 

or fiberglass blankets

Various widths and 

spacings

Surface: ceiling, wall

Application: lay-in, 

suspended, screw-

mounted

High-end 

aesthetic

Grilles absorb 

energy in the spaces 

and diffuse energy 

with texture.

Finish: wood veneer, 

sometimes melamine, 

vinyl, lacquer

Backing: glass wool

Surface: ceiling, wall

Thickness: 16 mm

Application: z-clip 

mounting

High-end 

aesthetic

Nearly invisible 

holes

Resilient to 

high-seismicity

Microperforations 

(0.5 mm) trap sound 

energy and reduce 

reverberation.

ACOUSTICAL PEPP 

BOARD81

WOOD PANEL 

GRILLES82

MICROPERFORATED 

PANELS83
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General 

NRC

Cost 

($-$$$$)*

Common 

Sectors Cleaning Sustainability Health

0.45–

0.8

$ Mechanical 

rooms, home 

theaters, 

recording 

studios, homes, 

gymnasiums

Washable 

even with 

power-

washer

-- Class A fire-

rated

Non-fibrous

Antibacterial

0.75–0.9 $$$$ Auditoriums, 

meeting rooms, 

and conference 

rooms

Wipe with 

soft damp 

cloth

Can be 

sustainably 

sourced

Class A-C 

fire-rated 

(depending on 

product)

0.7–0.95 $$$$ Concert 

halls, theater, 

hospitality, 

hospital, 

airport, retail, 

restaurant

Vacuum 

or rub 

with small 

amounts of 

furniture 

polish

Wood can 

be Forest 

Stewardship 

Council 

certified

Recycled 

content

Class A fire-

rated

Can be 

antibacterial
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Properties & Variations Pros

What it does, 

how it works

Form: panel, cloud, flat, 

curved

Backing: none or 

polystyrene

Surface: ceiling, support 

structures for veneers (wall 

or ceiling)

Application: T-bar ceiling 

tiles, direct mounting

Thickness: 1”

Strong, impact-

resistant

Lightweight

Easy installation

Easily cut or 

shaped

Reduces sound 

transmission

Wood fibers bound 

together with 

cement create 

spaces to absorb 

sound.

Properties & 

Variations Pros

What it does, how 

it works

Surface: ceiling, 

wall, floor

Thickness: 1/2”–12”

Application: 

mounted with cork 

glue or pins

Biodegradable

Does not kill 

tree

Water-repellent

Cork absorbs mid-

to-high frequencies. 

The cellular nature of 

the ‘material makes 

for sound absorption. 

Bark granules are 

compressed and 

heated for expansion.

Surface: wall

Setting: indoor, 

outdoor

Application: 

freestanding, fixed

Variety of plant 

species

Dry, wet

Aesthetic

Air quality

Biophilic

Substrate material 

supporting plants 

absorbs sound. 

Plants scatter and 

diffuse sound (>500 

Hz). Larger plants 

will effect lower 

frequency sounds.

EXPANDED CORK84

LIVING WALL85

MATERIALS IN A SURFACE

WOOD WOOL 

PANELS86
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General 

NRC

Cost 

($-$$$$)*

Common 

Sectors Cleaning Sustainability Health

0.4–

0.85

$ Offices, 

conference 

rooms, 

gymnasiums, 

classrooms, 

restaurants, 

performance 

halls, 

auditoriums

Sweep, 

vacuum, or 

repaint

Can be Forest 

Stewardship 

Council 

certified

Class A 

fire-rated

Mold/mildew 

resistant

General 

NRC

Cost 

($-$$$$)*

Common 

Sectors Cleaning Sustainability Health

0.15–0.7 

(surface-

mounted)

$ Any Vacuum or 

clean lightly 

with a damp 

mop.

Recyclable

Biodegradable

Euroclass E 

fire-rated

0.9 (for 

moss)

$$$$ Hospitality, 

hospitals, 

restaurants, 

airports

-- Thermal 

insulation, 

ecological 

involvement

Biophilia, air 

quality
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Properties & Variations Pros

What it does, 

how it works

Surface: ceiling, wall

Thickness: 1/4”, 3/8”, 

5/8”

Structural 

sheet material 

creates 

monolithic 

surface.

Microperforations 

(0.5 mm) trap 

sound energy 

and reduce 

reverberation.

Surface: ceiling, wall

Thickness: 1/2”, 5/8”

Higher NRC 

and STC than 

traditional 

gypsum board

Roughly 

equivalent 

to 2 layers 

of traditional 

gypsum board 

for STC

Board incorporates 

a sound-damping 

viscoelastic polymer 

sandwiched 

between two layers 

of high-density 

gypsum board.

Backing: none, melamine 

foam, fiberglass fill

Surface: ceiling, wall

Application: tile, lay-in, 

clip

Impact-

resistant

Reduces sound 

transmission

Perforated or 

woven metal has 

holes or pockets to 

absorb sound.

GYPSUM BOARD87

ACOUSTICALLY 

ENHANCED GYPSUM88

ACOUSTIC METAL 

PANELS89
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ACOUSTICAL MEASUREMENTSGeneral 

NRC

Cost 

($-$$$$)*

Common 

Sectors Cleaning Sustainability Health

0.05 $ Any Dust, wipe 

with damp 

sponge, 

paint

Made from 

recycled 

material, 

recyclable

Low-carbon 

variety exists

Class A 

fire-rated

Low VOC

0.8 $ Any Same as 

gypsum 

board

Same as 

gypsum board

Same as 

gypsum 

board

0.55–

1.25 

(high end 

with air 

space or 

backing)

$ Any Wipe, wash -- Class A 

fire-rated
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Properties & Variations Pros

What it does, 

how it works

Form: loose fill materials, 

batts, blankets, boards

Material: stone wool, 

glass wool

Durable, 

lightweight, 

easy to install

Thermal 

insulation

Reduces sound 

transmission

Molten materials 

are spun into 

thin fibers, finely 

coated in adhesive, 

and compressed to 

create air pockets 

that make a low-

density and highly 

porous material.

Material: neoprene, PVC, 

Mylar

Width: 1/8”–any 

specified width

Application: with/

without adhesive backing

Vibration 

damping

Seals gaps

Easy application

Reduces 

Impact Sound 

Transmission 

(IST)

High-density 

closed-cell foam 

absorbs sound 

and impact energy 

and reduces 

rubbing between 

components.

Material: adhesive latex Will not harden, 

crack, or 

separate

Adhesive

Seal reduces sound 

transmission and 

dampens vibration 

in both exposed 

and unexposed 

walls and partition 

systems; prevents 

leakage of sound 

energy.

MATERIALS BETWEEN SURFACES

MAN-MADE VITREOUS 

FIBERS (MMVF)90

DAMPING TAPE91

ACOUSTICAL CAULK92
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General 

NRC

Cost 

($-$$$$)*

Common 

Sectors Cleaning Sustainability Health

-- $ Any -- Can be made 

from recycled 

glass, sand, 

limestone, iron, 

etc.

Fire resistant

Potential irritation 

to skin and eyes 

due to handling.

May contain 

trace amounts of 

formaldehyde (still 

low compared 

to many building 

materials).

-- $ Any -- Made from 

recycled 

material, 

recyclable

Low-carbon 

variety exists

Heat insulator, 

recycled

-- $ Any Soap and 

water

Cartridge/

container can 

be recycled 

content

Non-flammable

Low VOC

Non-toxic

Mold/mildew-

resistant

Odor: need 

ventilation
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